Veterinarian Care
(Terms and conditions)
GENERAL
This form is designed to guide you through the vet needs of the dog/s you
are fostering, outline the support you will receive plus clarify your
responsibilities.
As vets are expensive we ask you to be sensible when seeking vet care –
as this restricts the number of lives we can afford to save. However, do
not compromise the care of your foster dog. We just ask you to use
common sense.
PUBLIC HOLIDAYS
Please plan ahead before public holidays, as our vets are not available
during these times.
CURTESY
DOG ADOPTION has worked hard to negotiate the services of several vets
throughout Perth. Please be flexible, patient and respectful to these
professionals as they are providing a wonderful service to the community
at a reduced cost.
APPOINTMENTS
You will need to make an appointment in advance at a mutually suitable.
If surgery is required there might be a long waiting list.
REIMBURSEMENT
Vet care will be debited to DOG ADOPTION’S account when visiting one of
our APPROVED vets. You are welcome to take a dog to any vet however,
DOG ADOPTION cannot reimburse the cost of these visits.

YOUR RESPONSIBILITIES
You must intestinally worm your foster dog as soon as you get home.
Reputable brands include Propantal, Drontal, Paraguard and AristoPet.
Please avoid supermarket brands.
We only cover prescription medications and vet time/surgery. We do not
cover HEART WORM tests.
If a vet inadvertently gives you something you are not entitled to
we will need you to reimburse us. e.g flea treatment, lotions,
shampoos, ear washes
Minimum Vet work
While in foster care the dog will need to be vaccinated, micro chipped and
steralised. These are mandatory items essential for responsible dog
ownership.
Most vets steralise, microchip and vaccinate all on the same day while the
dog is asleep – big needles!!
Please make an appointment to get this done at a mutually agreeable
time for you and the vet.
Once approved with your specific number you don’t need approval.
Additional Vet Visits
You foster dog may have to visit the vet before their operation for other
ailments eg an allergy, ear infection or kennel cough.

	
  

